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More than five years experience as a Professional Tutor, in demonstrating a 
commitment to ongoing professional development in Early Childhood Profession. 
Proven ability to communicate clearly of all necessary information to families, 
children and staff members. 

JUNE 2010 – DECEMBER 2012
PROFESSIONAL TUTOR - FRESNO READS, CALIFORNIA STATE 
UNIVERSITY

 Tutored focused children of kindergarten through third grade; tutored one-on-
one for 25 minutes with focus child; worked with Kindergarten on phonemic 
awareness by building up their letter recognition upper and lower case, sounds, 
rhyming words, counting Patterns, and reading by doing different and fun 
activities.

 Worked with focused children of 1st-3rd grade, also working with one-on-one by 
guiding them with their reading, writing, and math by bringing creativity in my 
lesson plans throughout the week; did journal entries.

 Once a week of my focus childs progress; did one year of lead tutor; responsible
for creating different lesson plans for monthly.

 Meetings with site tutors; guided tutors through challenges with their focus 
children; responsible to email every tutor on updates throughout the month; 
collected and verified payroll.

 Documented students progress and provided additional support to classroom 
instruction.

 Work with the instructors about students and inform them of specific concerns 
of students.

 Tutored two to three students in one session, mainly in math, ranging from 
elementary through high school.

JANUARY 2007 – MAY 2010
INTERNSHIP - FRESNO READS, CALIFORNIA STATE UNIVERSITY

 Taught/tutored two first, one fourth and one sixth grade class in any subjects.
 Taught one first grade class (8 students of one group) throughout the teachers 

guidance.
 Worked with the students through their reading literature required in the class, 

made sure everyone took.
 Turns in reading a page, stopped and ask questions of the story, retell the story 

after its been read.
 Worked on a handout about the story the students read, did the first two 

questions together, then the rest on their own.
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 Attention by raising their hand quietly and showing their classmates respect by 
working quietly too; also taught first-grade math lessons to the students; did 
individual testing for an accelerated reader (AR) in one of the first-grade class.

 Worked with one child at a time it sounds, reading/problems, math/problems, 
and writing; tutored fourth-grade students who needed help with history, 
science.

EDUCATION

Bachelor Of Science in Child Development - (California State University )

SKILLS

Bilingual Communication Proficient With Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel, And 
Publisher Understanding, Patient, And Caring Positive Attitude.
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